Trialog

TRIALOG is a consulting company which provides expertise for innovative technologies in embedded and industrial systems. We help our clients to manage increasingly complex software and systems. In conjunction with the clients’ needs, TRIALOG provides original solutions in engineering technology.

TRIALOG is an independent company created in 1987. Its clients are large industrial European companies.

Context

Trialog will offer a 6-month internship to Spanish students who will graduate in 2019 and are interested to work later in France. Trialog intends to offer a job contract upon successful completion of internship. The preferred major of the student should be in computer science with a focus on embedded systems. The working language will be English or French. The fact that the student does not speak fluently French at this stage is not a problem if the student is willing to learn.

Objective of internship

Internship topic will be on one of the following topics:

- Development of applications for robots
- Development of engineering tools for privacy
- Development of testing tools for internet of things conformance

Compensation during Internship

Compensation

- Gross salary 1100€, corresponding to a net salary of around 940€
- Potential Bonus
- Voucher for moving 600€
- Transportation in Paris refunded 50%
- Meal voucher (Ticket restaurant) 9€ refunded 50%

Note that Trialog does not provide help for lodging. Student can refer to local student associations or private channels

Contact

It is planned to have Skype interviews. In some cases, local interviews will take place.

e-mail: carrieres@trialog.com